
The Production
Process

--------------------
Learning Aim A: Develop media 
production skills and techniques



Learning Aims: 
★ Learning Aim A will be assessed by means of an annotated portfolio of

student experimental development work. This may have been produced by
students in response to tasks during the delivery of Learning Aim A but
should be compiled and annotated by students to show their development
of media production skills and techniques.

★ Learning Aim B assessment will require students to apply the skills they
have developed in Learning Aim A to devise and implement an idea to ‘re-
imagine’ or update an existing media product for a specific audience, e.g. by
producing a version of an existing adult fashion or football magazine but
aimed at teenagers. Students will also need to keep a log of the techniques
used when undertaking this, including annotated screenshots of pre-
production, production and post-production processes.

★ Learning Aim C assessment will require students to create a video, blog,
presentation or written report analysing their development and application
of skills and techniques. This will be informed by the production log and from
feedback obtained from peers, teachers, audience members and others.



Mindmap what skills & activities
do you think is required when
making a media product?

Skills and activities 
when making 

media products.

E.g Effective 
and meaningful 
planning.



Pre- Production 

Pre-production is a term which refers to the tasks undertaken before production begins. 
Exactly what is included in this stage depends on the medium and situation.

For feature films, pre-production is more specific and only begins when other milestones 
have been met such as financing, screenplay, casting and major staffing. In this case pre-
production includes:

● Storyboarding
● Research 
● Shooting list
● Location scouting
● Prop and wardrobe identification and preparation
● Special effects identification and preparation
● Production schedule
● Set construction
● Script read-through with cast, director and other interested parties



Production

In film and video, production refers to the part of the process in which footage
is recorded. This is what most people imagine when they think of a film being
made — actors on sets, cameras rolling, etc. The production phase is also known
as principal photography.

In large feature films the beginning of the production phase marks the "point of
no return", i.e. the point at which it is no longer financially viable to cancel the
project. At this point it is almost always cheaper to continue until the project is
finished than to deal with the financial fall-out of canceling.



Post- Production

Post-production is the third and final major phase of the production process. It is often referred
to simply as post, e.g. "We can sort that out in post".

There are many things which can happen in post-production. Common tasks include:

● Editing video footage
● Editing the soundtrack, adding sound effects, music, etc.
● Adding titles and graphics
● Colour and exposure correction
● Adding special effects
● Re-shooting certain scenes if required ("pick-up" shots)

In some cases post-production is relatively straightforward, consisting of choosing and
arranging footage in the correct sequence. In most cases however, post-production is a time-
consuming job taking longer than the actual production phase

https://www.mediacollege.com/glossary/p/production-process.html


TASK: List as many activities as you can 
that fit into Pre-production, Production 
and Post- Production. 

Pre-Production 
Eg. Mock-ups of 
designs. 

Production
Eg. Photoshoot 

Post Production
E.g. Pick up shots.  



Plenary: 
Tidy up TIME: 

Use the final part of the lesson to: 
- Clean up your books.
- Complete any unfinished work.
- Respond to feedback both teacher and 

peer. 



Homework: 
Find some inspiration!

----------------------------------------
Bring in examples of magazines 

you are interested in. 
You can buy magazines or just 
save copies of front covers and 
double page spreads from the 

internet. 


